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In the last two decades, essential
changes both in the dramatic text and the
theatre performance, and in the relationship between them were witnessed. These
changes began as early as the turn of the
1970s and were, by and large, the product
of the postmodern period. In the 1990s
and the 2000s, they assumed their maximally distinctive and typical form. The
aforementioned changes were a defining
moment for contemporary Bulgarian theatre too, where they acquired additional
characteristics owing to the overall socio-cultural transformations in this country
after the political upheaval of the late 1989.
Analysed here are the major changes in
the relationship between dramatic text and
theatre performance in Bulgaria after 1989,
compared both to the communist period and
in the context of the general changes in this
field in the post-totalitarian period. Depending
on the theatre aesthetics and staging strategies, a differentiation can be made between
five main types of relationship between dramatic text and performance.

extent to this day. Hans-Thies Lehmann in
his seminal Postdramatic Theatre (1999)1
defines performance whose function is to
reveal the world of the dramatic text as
“theatre of drama”2. This definition expresses a view, originally basic to the
European theatre development. Since it
emerged in Ancient Greece and until the
1970s, Europe meant by ‘theatre’ an onstage visualisation of speech and action,
contained in the drama. This view was essentially retained also in the revolutionary
theories and practices of the 1920s/1930s
avant-garde and the 1950s/1960s neoavant-garde, as all ‘The newly emerging
theatre forms continued to serve the – now
modernized – representation of textual
worlds’3 (H.-T. Lehmann), seeking to save its
‘truth’ from the conventional techniques
of theatrical expression that have become
obsolete and profane this ‘truth’. As mentioned above, the contemporary situation
of the European theatre, has, however,
changed radically. The change spans the
last four decades and was especially categorical in the last two. This change resulted
from the new conditions of communica-
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This relationship was definitely a tipping point in the development of Bulgarian
theatre, both historically and to a large
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tion in the social environment with the
advent and mass adoption of media in all
spheres of life and manifested itself in replacing the centuries-old form of “dramatic theatre” (“theatre of drama”) by a new
multilayered theatre form, where the text
may be one and only one, rather than the
defining from the layers. It is important to
specify here that this replacement does
not bring down the curtain on the “dramatic theatre” (“theatre of drama”) as such, but
just its onliness and totality. In other words,
now performances are staged, which still
seek to make the worlds of earlier or newly composed dramas known, as well as
postdramatic performances, evincing different relationships with the text. Likewise,
new plays are composed, retaining the
conventions of drama, as well as postdramatic texts, unfolding beyond these conventions.
In Bulgaria, dramatic theatre (“theatre
of drama”) turned out to be not just the
traditional context, where the contemporary scenic practice developed, but still
was the dominant model. The main reason
for this was this country’s historical heritage.
In Bulgaria under communism, drama
strengthened its position of a central component of a performance, narrowly defining everything else within it. It retained
this position in the 1960s, 1970s and the
early 1980s, the heyday of director’s theatre in this country, regardless of the specific nuances that occurred in it with the fully established figure of director. Until the
end of the communist period, the stage
painstakingly studied, interpreted and unfolded the world of the text both in reproducing propagandist plays and in the typical of its later stage directorial
hyper-interpretation (so called ‘Aesopic’,

i.e. allegorical direction), seeking to articulate banned political messages through,
above all, classical dramas.
The earliest signs of a change in the
sketched out general picture were witnessed in the second half of the 1980s with
the coming of the directors dubbed ‘late
modernists’4. Ivan Stanev, Vazkressia
Viharova, Tedi Moskov and Boyko
Bogdanov began their attempts to categorically repudiate the theatre language
of communism by playfully subverting the
idea that the function of the performance
is to reveal the world of the coherent and
completed dramas.
The retaining of the drama’s fundamental position in the building of a performance and in the comprehensive theatrical convention under communism in
Bulgaria, and particularly during the 1970s
and 1980s, when the dramatic works were
often deconstructed and supplemented
by other types of relationship between
text and performance, left its mark on the
physiognomy of the theatrical scene after
1989. The most essential effect was that
the contemporary Bulgarian theatre was
mainly represented by the text-based theatre (a monopoly first broken more spectacularly by the 1990s postmodern enlivenment, and for the second time, at the
turn of the twenty-first century by individual manifestations of the postdramatic
theatre), and that the prevailing organisational-aesthetic model within it was the
‘repertory theatre’.
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Text, performance and
the relationship between
dramatic text and theatre
performance after the “theatre of drama”
The essential changes
that occurred in the postmodern period in dramatic text and performance
are traditionally generalised both in theory and
the everyday reviewing
practice by several similar
in meaning and permanently established defini- The Dance of Death by August Strindberg, adapted and directed by
tions: “postdramatic thea- Margarita Mladenova, Sfumato Theatre Laboratory, 2007.
tre”, “non-dramatic theatre”,
“theatre beyond drama”, “theatre after draexcessive freedom. Following Lyotard,
ma”. The most popular is the definition of
man dwells in a new situation after the
Hans-Thies Lehmann, “postdramatic text”
death of the marshalling and disciplining
and “postdramatic theatre”5 respectively,
metanarratives and filmy outlined identiwhich will be used here. Let’s offer a sucties, replaced by little personal narratives
cinct summary of how the changes that
and language games, where personality
transformed the conventional drama and
that has lost its internal integrity and clear
performance into postdramatic text and
centre, amounts to a varying total of a
performance manifested themselves.
multitude of faces, roles and states. The
The postdramatic text still deals with
typical dramatic text of the postmodern
the drama of a man facing the society and
period articulates nothing else but this
the world and this is where it bears resemnew drama of the human beings traumablance to drama and this unambiguously
tised by their loneliness and loss of inner
shows continuity between them. The difor external footing, dwelling in the conference between the postdramatic text
temporary large cities of material and
and the drama is based on the fundamentechnological abundance and the mastal change in the man and the world in
sive influxes of people. To the human bethe post-modern period compared to the
ings the experience of the global and the
classical and modern times. The classical
personal stories is an absolutely intimate
and modern drama articulates the drama
act, propelling them into the hell of their
in the life of the individual with a clear
own minds. Or using Georgi Gospodinov’s
identity living in an orderly and centred
expression from his postdramatic text The
world and facing this world’s rules. The
Apocalypse Comes at 6 pm (2009), it can
drama in the life of contemporary man is
be inferred that to us, today’s people, “the
of an opposite nature, this is the drama of
apocalypse is a very personal matter in-

deed”6. It is this drama of the man and the
world of the last several decades that
caused the changes in theatrical drama,
performance and the overall theatre situation that led to their postdramatic
form. Naturally, the most significant of
them impacted the main elements of drama, i.e. dialogue, dramatis personae and
action and the logic of the relationship
between text and performance, respectively. Taken together, they were expressed in an intensive process of overcoming the model of drama and its
centuries-long defining function as the
basis of a performance. As a result of this
process performance and likewise, the
theatre situation acquired an increasing
own worth. What changed?
First of all, dramatic action in the postdramatic text was entirely replaced by verbal action. Language became the main
player in these types of texts. As a result of
the replacement, conflict as the core element of the conventional drama was translated into drawing parallels and crisscrossing speech. Dramatis personae also
underwent an emblematic change. Now
character is present as nothing but a voice.
It is this voice that signifies presence, direct
participation in life and text, rather than
being used as a traditional means of declaring personified ideas, values and messages. The voices of the characters speak
for themselves, but more often have no
given name or surname, no identity, they
are internally multiple individuals constantly in a state of flux, in whose speech
other voices and stories are echoing and
becoming entangled. Thus dialogue, the
birthmark of drama, from a clash of viewpoints and frames of reference was trans-

formed into a choir of voices that traumatically and not listening to each other, spoke
of their own catastrophes and apocalypses experienced in loneliness. Speaking is
not in itself a rational act unfolding a readable personal story and drama, but rather
an urgent explosion of the character’s
loneliness, an emotional outburst, which
human beings, making constant rounds in
the vast areas of their own loneliness, are
no longer able to control. It was not for
nothing that Sarah Kane’s debut play (in
1995) met with stern castigation and commentaries, was titled Blasted. In other
words, now speaking is rather a flash of the
unconscious. It is, to a greater or lesser degree, of an ecstatic, dreamlike nature, happening as spontaneously bursting energy,
and action as demonstrating and sharing
energy.
As verbal action, the immediate act of
speaking is in itself the basis of postdramatic text, the logic of the relationship
between dramatic text and theatre performance also changes radically. If we generally define drama as the tracing of interpersonal relationships in a storyline, based
on action, and if we define performance
as a representation, i.e. onstage reproduction of the fictional universe, built on these
interpersonal relationships, then in the
postdramatic theatre this traditional relationship between text and performance is
cancelled. As now the text traces not the
interpersonal relationships in a relatively
completed story, but rather it shows the
simultaneous presence of individual human voices and their spontaneous verbal
outbursts, the text, being a specific project
of building a stage and overall theatre situation challenges the performance to take
place as a speech act. Now language, independent and self-sufficient, is the pro-
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tagonist. Its onstage presence is expressed
by the bodies and voices of the performers. Thus it is only the actor’s body and
voice that outline the stage space where a
performance is delivered. Postdramatic
text and performance are no longer referring to another, external – social, psychological, philosophic, etc. – reality. They
themselves create a reality, a reality of fear,
obsession, craving, longing, dissatisfaction, suffering, catastrophe (most often
rolled into one), experienced by contemporary man in his/her noisy loneliness.
Now the performance is intended to show
maximally tangibly the otherwise hidden
energies that rage soundlessly and gnaw
at the outwardly calm and reserved citizen
of the globalised world. This leads to a new,
specific theatricalisation of theatre performance. Herein lies the paradox of postdramatic theatre. Seeking to completely dispense with the traditional subject-mimetic
type of theatricality so that to demonstrate
the maximal reality of the new drama of the
post-modern man, postdramatic theatre
has to make the invisible energies of human
existence extremely visible, i.e. intensively
exaggerated and highlighted. This theatre
does not any more seek to formulate onstage and send messages into the auditorium, but rather to have an effect on and
interact with the spectator, exchanging
energies.

in Bulgaria in the period between 1989 and
2009, showed five main types of relationship between text and performance. The
two extreme points of the spectrum they
sketch out are the traditional form of dramatic theatre and the late postdramatic
theatre. In between are psychological theatre in all its forms that use dramatic collages; the theatre of the ‘late modernists’,
collaging dramatic and other fragments,
and the theatre of the early postmodernism
with its play on deconstruction, quotes and
collages of texts and theatre languages.
In the early years following the political
change, the deconstruction and disintegration of the communist past and its normative requirements for theatre coincided
with the deconstruction of drama and of
the established relationship between text
and performance. The completed drama
formulating clear messages was replaced
by various directorial collages that complicated or undermined, dispersed and fragmented its coherent world. As Bulgarian
theatre under communism was purposefully established as director’s theatre, the
cancellation of its monolithic centred
model began with the building of an internally polyphonic dramaturgic material of
fragments selected by the director. The
programmatic deconstruction and collaging of classical and modern plays into new
texts of the early (conceptual) postmodernism of the 1970s/80s articulated the
multiple world of the contemporary devoid of any firm identity in the 1990s
Bulgarian theatre and established themselves as one of the concentric circles
drawn by the end of the grand narrative
(after Lyotard) of communism. The new
dramatic text, trying to capture the changes in the personality coming out of this
grand narrative, was composed without

The relationship between text
and performance in Bulgarian
theatre after 1989
Treated in the light of the inherited dispositions and the immediate actual developments worldwide in the field of drama
and performance, the theatrical practices
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exception by the director. Playwriting in
the first decade following the political upheaval in Bulgaria continued, as a whole,
to stick to the conventional model of drama. When choosing translated plays directors rarely tried their hand at proper
post-modern texts. It was Galin Stoev who
took a decisive turn by staging the emblematic post-modern playwright Tom
Stoppard’s Arcadia at the National Theatre,
Sofia (2001).
An obvious generalisation that comes
to mind is that the 1990s cancelled in
Bulgarian theatre the central fundamental
role of drama in building a performance
using deconstruction by the director and
reworking it into (modern and post-modern) directorial collages.
The turbulent process of disintegrating
and reworking both the dramatic text and
its traditional connection with the performance has definitely subsided since the
late 1990s. This was due both to the breaking with the deliberate dismantling of the
theatrical model of communism (centred

around the ‘correct’ directorial interpretation of the drama) and fitting Bulgarian
theatre in with the immediate general theatre situation and, in certain instances,
development and transformation of the
generated fund of new forms and strategies.
Let’s now single out the five types of
relationship between text and performance in the Bulgarian theatre after 1989
by giving in broad strokes the most defining characteristics of the productions in
this country in the period.
As specified above, by the tradition established in the second half of the twentieth century, the contemporary Bulgarian
theatre is first and foremost a director’s
theatre. Regardless of the emergence in
the 1990s and 2010s of new forms, approaches and strategies to build a performance, in the great majority of cases the
director is still the leading figure in a theatre production. In this sense, a maximally
generalising analysis ought to reduce the
defining characteristics of a performance
to the aesthetic in which the director works and to the specifics
of his/her distinctive style. This
means that the five main types of
the relationship between text
and performance in Bulgarian
theatre in the period between
1989 and 2009 were dictated primarily by the main aesthetics and
directorial styles.
After 1989, the physiognomy
of Bulgarian theatre was shaped,
to a considerable extent, by fifteen or so directors, belonging to
four generations and presenting
several major aesthetics. Dividing
Strindberg in Damascus by Georgi Tenev and Ivan Dobchev, the most significant to the develdirected by Ivan Dobchev, Sfumato Theatre Laboratory, 2008.
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making in the last two decades directors
into generations is, of course, quite conditional and broad-brush. It is not done on
the grounds of age, but rather on the
grounds of the period and the socio-cultural context, where all these figures featured prominently and fitted in with the
theatrical scene. On the other hand, these
directors had a dynamic development in
their own right: in the course of time some
of them made substantial changes in their
work that drew them closer to the next
generation. Taking into account these conditions, the aforesaid four generations are
distinguishable within the small group of
directors who sketched out the Bulgarian
theatre landscape between 1989 and 2009.
The first generation adhered, as a whole,
to the aesthetic of the text-based psychological theatre using its various contemporary transformations. Its leading members were Krikor Azaryan (1934–2009) and
Krasimir Spasov (b. 1941) as well as
Margarita Mladenova (b. 1947) and Ivan
Dobchev (b. 1947), who, however, by setting up their experimental Sfumato
Theatre Laboratory at the very turn of the
1990s, reinvented their careers, which
drew them closer to the next generation
of directors who came in the mid-1980s.
Different members of the second, the young
and the emerging youngest generations of
directors worked in a good deal more aesthetics, often blending them together.
They made psychological and visually expressive theatre interpreting dramatic
texts, improvisational theatre clowning,
physical theatre and contemporary dance
as well as, in the great majority of cases,
performative, i.e. late postdramatic theatre. In that period, the directors of the second generation had the largest presence
at the state-run theatres in Sofia and

throughout the country. The members of
this generation fell into two highly distinctive groups. One of them continued and
made the aesthetic of the traditional drama-based psychological theatre more relevant to the contemporary context. The
most important figures in this group were
Stoyan Kambarev (d. 1998 at the age of 44),
Plamen Markov, Zdravko Mitkov, Snezhina
Tankovska, Nikolay Lambrev. The second
group included individualities who had
various aesthetic leanings: Ivan Stanev,
Stefan (Tedi) Moskov, Vazkressia Viharova,
Alexander Morfov that took the stage by
storm by the mid-1980s, as mentioned
above, to introduce new aesthetics, genres
and forms into the Bulgarian theatre practices of the late communist period. It was
this group of members of the second generation of directors who turned out to
serve as a catalyst for and the main mover
behind the renewal of Bulgarian theatre in
the early years following the political
change of 1989. The young generation of
directors who embarked on their careers
in the mid-1990s including prominent
members such as Galin Stoev, Javor
Gardev, Lilia Abadzhieva, Elena Panayotova
and covered a broad spectrum of the
post-modern aesthetic have to be credited
with fitting in the Bulgarian theatre with
the current European theatre context.
Recently, several members of the youngest
generation are increasingly confidently
making their presence known: Gergana
Dimitrova, Vasilena Radeva, Mladen
Alexiev, Stayko Murdzhev, Kris Sharkov,
Mariy Rosen.
The theatre of drama, i.e. the theatre,
whose function is to lay bare the world of
the drama, and the postulated by this theatre relationship between text and performance were used by practically most of
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the directors and companies. In the two
decades under consideration (1989–2009),
the traditional director’s theatre staging a
dramatic text, was typical of almost all theatre productions outside Sofia and on the
best part of the capital’s bill. In the great
majority of cases these were productions
routinely employing the method of the
(realistic-) psychological theatre, unfettered by the ideological messages that it
had been disciplined under communism
to become more often than not a mechanical set of technical devices and contrivances used to present a dramatic text onstage.
In the 1990s, along with the mass routine adaptation of the legacy to the new
cultural context, there was an intensive
ongoing process of purposive attempts to
reinstate and let loose the true energy and
opportunities of the psychological theatre
after the ideological requirements were
scrapped. The most categorial of these attempts can be traced in two main directions: in the new salient achievements of
the psychological theatre of the dominant
director, who has regained his/her creative
nature, and the newly invented by
Sfumato Theatre Laboratory liminal form
that could be defined as an intensive psychological theatre.
Dramatic text in the psychological
theatre of the dominant director (Krikor
Azaryan and Krasimir Spasov) and the
expressive psychological theatre of
Stoyan Kambarev. The attempts to reinstate the true nature of the psychological
theatre found one of its main expressions
in the work of the two of its most successful and respected directors of the previous
period, Krikor Azaryan и Krasimir Spasov,
as well as of their younger follower Stoyan
Kambarev, who made a name for himself

by staging several critically acclaimed productions in the 1980s. In their renderings
after the political change of 1989, the three
directors focused on the nature of human
relationships. Unfettered by the requirement for a ‘right political’ interpretation of
the interpersonal relationships and processes, they rushed, in different manners,
but equally passionately and eagerly, to
interpret basic to the European culture
plays, seeking there unprejudiced answers
to the dramas and catastrophes of social
life.
The conventional relationship between
text and performance was, as a whole, retained in the psychological theatre of the
dominant director after 1989, where the
performance was meant to render the drama, in this case through the directorial
(hyper) interpretation. It is not, however,
that the text preserved its integrity and
meanings; on the contrary, these directors
staged, first and foremost, traditional and
modern Bulgarian and world classics and
occasionally, new European plays. Now,
however, the drama was usually reworked
by the director in advance in a specific way.
The phrases ‘adapted and directed by’ or
‘stage version and directed by’ became
much more common on the bills. This reworking of the text in advance, continuing
in the stage dramaturgy of the production
developed towards its more tangible or
more intangible internal fragmentation,
towards breaking its consolidated, orderly
world into a chaotic universe, into a polyphonic space, tense with various interpretations and energies. Retaining the dramatic text’s determining position, the
director took to its transformation in conformity with the status and dispositions of
the contemporary, internally multiple, man
who appeared in Bulgaria (too) after the
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artificially maintained fixed and clear limits
of man’s identity were removed. This transformation was even more evident when
two or more texts were collaged and when
there were additions of other texts to the
main play – most of the directors worked
in that manner. What we still have in this
case, however, were modern directorial
collages, as the newly shaped dramatic
material still had (though more flexible
now) internal integrity and centredness,
rendered and kept together by the clearly
comprehensible directorial concept.
Sfumato TL: from intensive psychological theatre to performative theatre.
Margarita Mladenova and Ivan Dobchev
made a name for themselves in the 1970
and 1980s as salient interpreters of dramatic texts using the devices of the psychological theatre. In 1988 they set up
Sfumato TL, blending together approaches
and elements of the theatre of Grotowski
and Stanislavski to form a new aesthetic of
theirs, which we defined as an intensive
psychological theatre. This definition accentuates its tendency to explore the human psyche by ‘cruel’ (Artaud) ‘readjustment’ of the actor’s mind. In the 1990s,
Sfumato TL conducted their theatrical psychological exploration through intensive
directorial interpretations of significant
dramatic, fictional and poetic works, seeking to reveal to performers productive avenues of getting insights into human nature, fixed in a character, to help them
capture the vibes and make them aware
of the knowledge encoded therein.
In the 2000s, Margarita Mladenova and
Ivan Dobchev’s work with text in Sfumato
TL underwent a significant transformation
that could be said to be transforming theatre into a scene of immediate authentic
experience of a literary text in the real time

Comedia del servitore after C. Goldony, M. Cervantes,
J.-B. Molière, adapted and directed by Tedi Moskov,
Bulgarian Army Theatre and La Strada Theatre, 2002.

of its presenting/watching, i.e. a performative event. This transformation was especially distinctive in the productions of their
Strindberg programme. The latest for the
time being joint production of the directorial duo, OOOO: Gogol’s Dream! and
Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale by
Margarita Mladenova offer the team and
audiences a different experience based
predominantly on visual expression and
dramaturgy of space.
Seen in the light of the relationship between text and performance, Sfumato TL’s
work reveals itself as a transition from the
‘theatre of drama’ to a performative theatre. In its first decade of the Laboratory, the
directorial duo, regardless of whether staging whole plays, which they put to their
own internal collaging, or texts collaged
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Bringing down the curtain on drama
in the theatre of the ‘late modernists’ and
afterwards. Unlike the directors under
consideration above, who sought actual
dimensions to and pushed the boundaries
of the psychological theatre, some members of the generation who had their debuts in the last years prior to the political
change of 1989, blazed a trail for Bulgarian
theatre. Ivan Stanev, Tedi Moskov,
Vazkressia Viharova and Alexander Morfov
challengingly demonstrated in their very
first productions their will to break with
the established rules and instructions and
particularly, with the disciplined version of
the psychological theatre. The chosen by
them avenue was of using an alternative,
unknown and denounced as ‘formalistic’
and ‘decadent’ body and movement language or its specific combination with
word. They opted for the physical theatre
or various contemporary forms of clownery and stage grotesque and for visual
dramaturgy. In the second half of the
1980s and the beginning of the 1990s,
these directors could be defined as ‘late
modernists’, as they would adopt the pose
of one and only individualities, who
uniquely experienced in the late twentieth
century the discoveries of Expressionism,
Surrealism, Chaplin, Neorealism, laboratory theatre of the 1960s, the postmodern
humour of Monty Python. Since the
mid-1990s, these directors have abandoned the revolutionary demonstration of
their individualities and openly gave themselves to the post-modern principle of
building a performance. They are until now
combining in their productions deconstruction and blending fragments of classics and modern texts with multimedia,
their own revelations with quotes and the
maintaining of their position as directors

Pleasantlyscary by Yana Borisova, directed by Galin
Stoev, Theatre 199, 2009.

by them in advance, retained the position
of the dramatic material of conceptualising
and formulating messages (through the
directorial concept) as central to the performance. Since the beginning of the new
millennium, drama and collaged literary
texts have more often than not been used
first and foremost as strongly impacting
landscapes of characters and situations,
where the performers and spectators have
immediate personal experience, vibes and
feelings in the real time of the ongoing
performance. It was not for nothing that
recently Margarita Mladenova turned to
an entirely postdramatic text, The
Apocalypse Comes at 6 pm by Georgi
Gospodinov, staged at Off the Channel
Little City Theatre in 2010.
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the ‘truth’ (after Hans-Thies Lehmann) contained in the previously composed text.
Good examples are Ivan Stanev’s Die
Wunde Woyzeck, Vazkressia Viharova’s
Customs or Tedi Moskov’s Some Can Do It,
Others Cannot. In their next works, the directors already abandoned the need to
reveal the text since they incorporated it
into the performance as just one of its elements, with the exception of Alexander
Morfov, since in the last decade he turned
to the traditional director’s theatre interpreting a dramatic text.
‘Theatre after drama’: From the conceptual postmodernism to theatre as a
performance. The leading members of the
generation of directors who came in the
mid-1990s, directly fitted in with the

with a broad participation in the performance’s creation of the other members of
the team.
The theatre of the ‘late modernists’, Ivan
Stanev, Tedi Moskov, Vazkressia Viharova
and Alexander Morfov, was the first in
Bulgaria to categorically bring down the
curtain on the ‘theatre of drama’ and respectively, on the fundamental function of
drama, performed in a production through
its conceptual directorial rendering. Until
the mid-1990s, this ‘bringing down the
curtain’ still had an external nature. Their
directorial collages retained idiosyncratically the significance of the dramatic material for their efforts at the time were put
to catching up with the avant-garde theatre language so that to adequately reveal

The Pillowman by Martin McDonagh, directed by Javor Gardev, Drama Theatre – Varna, 2004.
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post-modern aesthetic. The theatre they
turned to and established until the end of
the decade in their earliest productions
can be defined as a conceptual post-modern theatre. Regardless of the undisputable differences, what was common to Galin
Stoev, Javor Gardev, Lilia Abadzhieva,
Elena Panayotova, Desislava Shpatova was
their hedonistic indulgence in the play
with quotes and references. Important
part of this indulgence was competition,
a competition in inventiveness, skills,
knowledge (providing material for deconstruction and quotes), as well as brave
plays with the legacy. In the second half of
the 1990s, the individual competitive hedonism of the mentioned directors gave
rise not only to some of their best achievements, but also to some of the emblems
of the theatre of the transitional period:
Galin Stoev’s L’Illusion and Miss Julie, Javor
Gardev’s The Maids and Quartet, Lilia
Abadzhieva’s Marriage and Hamlet.
What is apparent in the work of Galin
Stoev, Javor Gardev and Lilia Abadzhieva
since the turn of the millennium is their
commitment to their pursuits and achievements from the 1990s. Distinctively discernible at the same time is also the tension between their own legacy of ideas
and the devices of the cultural and theatrical context of the 2010s as a whole, and
in Bulgaria in particular. Being early in their
careers steadfast followers of the 1990s
postmodernism, now the three directors
are facing, in different ways, the new cultural developments. By the beginning of
the twenty-first century, their work was
already strongly influenced by the complicated contemporary cultural situation and
the changes occurring in the spiritual attitudes. Their work underwent a significant

transformation. Galin Stoev and Javor
Gardev, taking elements and strategies
from their bold 1990s postmodern productions, turned to a theatre as authentic personal experience for the actors and spectators in the real time of the performance,
i.e. to theatre as a performance, to the late
postdramatic theatre. Their best productions in the performative aesthetic were
Archaeology of Dreaming and Oxygen by
Ivan Vyrypaev and Yana Borisova’s Play for
Children's Room and Pleasantlyscary directed by Galin Stoev, Bastard based on King
John by Shakespeare and Friedrich
Dürrenmatt and Martin McDonagh’s The
Pillowman directed by Javor Gardev.
Postdramatic theatre and the youngest directors. From the perspective of the
relationship between text and performance, it can safely be inferred that the
young directors who stood out in the
2000s would more often than not stage
productions based on postdramatic texts
and/or opted for realisation in the field of
collaborative and devised theatre.
The traced so far five types of relationship between text and performance, typical of Bulgarian stage after the political
change of 1989, ran almost programmatically and concentratedly the whole gamut from the conventional theatre, reproducing the universe of drama in various
degrees and versions of its deconstruction
and cancellation of its fundamental function, to the wide range of its postdramatic
forms and uses.
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